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 by love Maegan   

Galeries Lafayette 

"Shop Away"

Located on rue Lapeyrouse, Galeries Lafayette is a one stop shop for all

your fashion and lifestyle needs. The store is well stocked with good

accessories and apparel. Find major fashion brands like Burberry,

Converse, Pepe Jeans and more. The departmental store is not only

known for its wide shopping options but also for its excellent views of the

Toulouse city from its upper level.

 +33 5 3445 9898  www.galerieslafayette.com/magasi

n-toulouse-lapeyrouse/

 4/8 rue Lapeyrouse, Toulouse

 by Maegan Tintari   

Soulery 

"Big Labels and Classy Designs"

Soulery is one of the best places to go to if you are looking for some fine

quality men's clothing. From casual jeans and t-shirt ensembles to

tuxedos, suits and jackets, this place has something for every occasion

and taste. Shoes, leather bags and belts, parkas and ties can also be

found at this store along with clothes which follow clean, classic lines. If

you are looking for big name designer brands like Hugo Boss, Armani,

Kenzo, Santoni and Burberry, this is the place to come to.

 +33 5 6121 1490  www.soulery.com/  info@soulery.com  10 rue Lapeyrouse, Toulouse

 by mikefats   

Grenier d’Anais 

"Le Frip, C’est Chic"

For those looking for impressive vintage finds in Toulouse, Le Grenier

d’Anais delivers a large selection of retro clothing and accessories from all

eras. The young clientèle who frequent the shop are greeted by seemingly

endless and often changing unique styles. The staff is knowledgeable

about all of the merchandise and is always available for questions on a

particular item you may be searching for. With options for men, women

and children, the first floor of Le Grenier D’Anais showcases a wide range

of tops, bottoms, dresses, suits, jackets, scarves, jewelry and hats that are

both casual and dressy. The second floor holds shoes and a selection of

vintage aprons, lingerie, and costumes.

 +33 5 6230 0716  www.legrenierdanais.com

/

 contact@legrenierdanais.c

om

 54 rue Peyrolières, Toulouse

 by JFXie   

Bijouterie Mohedano 

"All That Glitters"

Jewelry designer and store for over 60 years, Bijouterie Mohedano has

made a name for itself for its fine craftsmanship and collection. For those

who like to make a statement with their accessories, this store creates

unique, one-of-a-kind pieces to suit your taste. From beautifully wrought

engagement rings to delicate gold lockets and Tahitian pearl necklaces,

the jewelry here is timeless and elegant.
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 +33 5 6123 0482  www.j-mohedano.com/  contact@j-mohedano.com  46 46 rue des Tourneurs,

Toulouse

 by creating in the dark   

Anne Fontaine 

"Simplicity and Elegance"

Anne Fontaine collections with the signature White Shirt collection is

available in Toulouse. Whether you prefer something traditional or trendy,

this designer has something for everyone! Shirts in simple laces or flowery

designs to the white background, the designer has offered an ever-

evolving line of clothes. With an inclination towards simplicity and

elegance, the clothes are certainly a must-buy.

 +33 5 3432 6116  www.annefontaine.com  information@annefontaine.

com

 12 rue Croix Baragnon,

Toulouse
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